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MIG-2, a Rho Family GTPase Involved in Cell Migration and Axon

Guidance in the Nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.

Ilan David Zipkin

The Rho subfamily is a group of small Ras-like GTPases that regulate actin

cytoskeletal dynamics associated with cell motility. Their function has been studied

extensively through the introduction of mutant Rho subfamily members into cultured cells.

However, the role of endogenous Rho GTPases in vivo is poorly understood. This work

describes the role of a novel Rho subfamily member, mig-2, in cell migration and axon

guidance in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. Mutations in mig-2 were isolated in

genetic screens, which made it possible to examine the role of an endogenous Rho GTPase

in a multicellular organism. The MIG-2 protein is found in many cells in C. elegans, and is

associated with the plasma membrane in both migrating and stationary cells. Mutations that

constitutively activate mig-2 inhibit many cell migrations and also perturb axon pathfinding.

A novel mig-2 allele that behaves similarly to the activated alleles identifies a new region of

the protein important for regulation of Rho GTPase function. Surprisingly, loss of mig-2

function only affects a subset of the cells affected by activation of mig-2, suggesting that

redundant pathways act in other cells. Therefore, activation of mig-2 perturbs cell

migration and axon guidance in cells that do not require mig-2, perhaps by interfering with

these other pathways. Interestingly, the migration of one cell type is inhibited by both

activating and loss-of-function mutations, suggesting a need for GTPase cycling in normal

migration. Finally, cell type-specific responses to mig-2 expression and activity indicate

that there are likely to be separate pathways regulating migration in different cell types.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Part I of this thesis describes the molecular and phenotypic characterization of the

gene mig-2, which encodes a novel member of the Rho subfamily of GTPases that

regulates cell migration in the nematode C. elegans. An overview of this work follows a

brief history of the study of cell migration in C. elegans, as well as the study of Rho

subfamily function in other systems.

Regulation of cell migration in the nematode C. elegans

The free living soil nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is an excellent model

organism for the study of cell migration. Several aspects of C. elegans biology provide

experimental approaches not available in other model organisms. A C. elegans larva

contains a small number of cells (558 at hatching), and the lineage of these cells is

reproducible and completely known. C. elegans is transparent, making possible the

visualization of both stationary and migratory cells by differential interference contrast (DIC

or Nomarski) light microscopy. Therefore, cells that fail to migrate to their wild-type

destinations can be detected easily. A short generation time, sexual dimorphism, a well

mapped (and nearly completely sequenced) genome, and well-developed genetic tools

combine to make genetic analysis straightforward as well. Thus, use of C. elegans allows

the unbiased isolation of genes involved in cell migration and axon guidance, as well as

characterization of phenotypes resulting from mutations in these genes.

Research on the regulation of cell migration during C. elegans development has

revealed a number of genetic pathways important for this process (reviewed in Hedgecock

et al., 1987). These pathways govern different cells and different types of migration. For

example, dorsal-ventral axon guidance and cell migration is regulated by the UNC-6

t



protein, a laminin-related extracellular matrix molecule thought to serve as both an attractive

and repellent substratum (Wadsworth et al., 1996; Hedgecock et al., 1990). UNC-6 is º,

homologous to a vertebrate chemoattractant/chemorepellant, netrin-1, which guides

commissural and motor axons in the chick spinal cord (Colamarino and Tessier-Lavigne,

1995; Kennedy et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994). The activity of UNC-6/netrin may be

concentration-dependent (Wadsworth et al., 1996; Ishii et al., 1992), and putative cell

surface receptors have been identified, namely the UNC-5 (Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992)

and UNC-40 (Deleted in Colorectal Cancer; Chan et al., 1996) proteins. These receptors

likely bind to UNC-6 protein and guide both cells and axons along the lateral body wall - * * ****

* * * * *
(Chan et al., 1996; Hamelin et al., 1993; Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992). In contrast to * * * * * *

r = r * *

UNC-6 activity along the dorsal-ventral axis, cell migration and axon outgrowth in a ----.
f : * ~ *

posteriorward direction involves a separate gene, vab-8 (Wightman et al., 1996).

Complex coordination of individual cell migration has been investigated in addition

to the directional control illustrated above. In the development of the C. elegans egg-laying * - - -

system, the sex myoblast cells, precursors to the vulval muscles, migrate anteriorly from . . . . º,
the posterior body region to a position flanking the vulva. This process depends on a

gonad-independent anterior migration combined with a gonad-dependent final positioning - &
of the sex myoblasts (Thomas et al., 1990). Two pathways are important for sex myoblast

* : * * Y

migration, one involving FGF signaling through its receptor (DeVore et al., 1995; Stern sº
and Horvitz, 1991), and one involving Ras (Sundaram et al., 1996). Interestingly, similar

|

genetic pathways in Drosophila regulate the migration of tracheal cells during larval >

development, and border cells during oogenesis (Lee et al., 1996; Murphy et al., 1995;

Reichman-Fried and Shilo, 1995; Reichman-Fried et al., 1994; Klämbt et al., 1992; S.

Montell et al., 1992). Another process important for egg laying in C. elegans is the cell

migration and axonogenesis of the serotonergic HSN neuron. In this case, many genes -**

have been identified that are required for either migration, axonogenesis, or both, in this

single cell (Desai et al., 1988). One such gene, unc-73, is homologous to guanine

-* -- .i." ( -



nucleotide exchange factors for Rho subfamily GTPases (Run et al., 1996; see below),

suggesting that Rho GTPases may play a role in this migration.

Finally, genetic pathways that regulate cell migrations that take place through a

particular body region in C. elegans have also been elucidated. This type of regulation is

exemplified by the QL and QR neuroblast cells. QL and QR are bilateral homologs born at

the same position (albeit on different sides of the animal) in the posterior body region, and

while QR and its descendants migrate anteriorly, QL and its descendants migrate

posteriorly. This posterior migration, along with other body region-specific developmental

events, is dependent on expression of the homeotic gene mab-5 (Costa et al., 1988).

Moreover, activation of mab-5 in a migrating Q cell is sufficient to cause that cell to migrate

posteriorly (Salser and Kenyon, 1992). A number of different genes have been shown to

be important for the activation of mab-5 in this one cell type (Harris et al., 1996). Some of

these genes affect aspects of cell migration in addition to activation of mab-5. For example,

the gene egl-20 is required to activate mab-5 in the QL cell, and is also necessary for the

final positioning of the Q cell descendants.

The Rho subfamily regulates actin-based cell behavior

Many cell behaviors including cell migration and axon guidance involve a complex

coordination of environmental signals and intracellular responses that results in modulation

of the actin cytoskeleton. One class of molecule that has been shown to both receive

extracellular signals and regulate actin cytoskeletal dynamics is the Rho subfamily of Ras

like small GTPases.

The Rho subfamily is a group of small (~21 kDa) GTP-binding proteins that can be

divided into three main classes based on sequence identity. These classes, all of which

share approximately 30% sequence identity with Ras, are Rho A/B/C, Rac, and Cdc42.

Subfamily members within a class can be 70-90% identical, while exhibiting 50-60%

identity between classes (Nobes and Hall, 1994). There are also an increasing number of

* * * * ****

* * ***
sº ºf

- - - -

* -----.
• * * * *
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Rho subfamily members that do not fall into one of the main classes, including RhoE,

RhoG, RhoL, RacE, and TC10, and these also share 50-60% identity with other Rho

subfamily members (Foster et al., 1996; Larochelle et al., 1996; Murphy and Montell,

1996; Nobes and Hall, 1994; Vincent et al., 1992). Like Ras, Rho subfamily proteins

exert their effects when in the GTP-bound state, and various accessory proteins regulate the

hydrolysis of GTP and the exchange of bound GDP for GTP. Also like Ras, the Rho

subfamily contains a C-terminal CAAX motif that directs isoprenylation and

carboxymethylation (Adamson et al., 1992a). However, while Ras is predominantly

localized to the plasma membrane, those Rho subfamily members that have been examined

have been found in the cytoplasm or on other organellar membranes, with the exception of

CDC42Sc which is transiently localized to the bud site in S. cerevisiae (Robertson et al.,

1995; Ziman et al., 1993; Adamson et al. 1992b; Willumsen et al., 1984).

The mechanism by which Rac and other Rho subfamily members regulate cell

behavior remains unclear, but numerous potential downstream targets have been identified.

Several of these potential effector proteins contain a motif likely to interact with active

(GTP-bound) Rac and Cdc42 (Burbelo et al., 1995). Mutations in one such target, WASp,

lead to defects in actin organization in hematopoietic lineages seen in Wiskott-Aldrich

syndrome (Aspenström et al., 1996; Symons et al., 1996). Interaction with WASp thus

implicates Rac and Cdc42 in control of normal actin organization in these cells. Both

tyrosine kinases such as p120° (Manser et al., 1993) and serine/threonine kinases such

as p55* and a homolog of myotonic dystrophy kinase (p160*; Ishizaki et al., 1996;

Manser et al., 1994) have also been shown to bind active Rho subfamily members,

however the consequences of these interactions are not known. p55* shares sequence

identity with a yeast kinase (Ste20) involved in localized cell growth and cytokinesis

(Cvrcková et al., 1995), and may mediate Rho subfamily control of these processes. PAK

may exert its effects via activation of transcription through the JNK/SAPK pathway, which

Rac and Cdc42 had previously been shown to activate (Brown et al., 1996; Coso et al.,

* a sæ"
* * * * *
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1995; Minden et al., 1995). However, these various kinases appear to function in several

separable downstream pathways (Lamarche et al., 1996), and it remains unclear which of

these pathways may be more important to Rho subfamily control of cell motility. Rho

subfamily members can also stimulate cell proliferation, perhaps by activating the 70 kDa

ribosomal S6 kinase (Chou and Blenis, 1996; Renshaw et al., 1996; Qiu et al., 1995), and

are capable of activating transcription via SRF at the serum response element in the c-fos

promoter (Hill et al., 1995). Finally, an unconventional myosin homolog, myr 5, may also

respond to Rho subfamily signaling, perhaps providing a direct means by which the Rho

subfamily could effect changes in the cytoskeleton associated with cell motility (Reinhard et

al., 1995).

The function of Rho subfamily GTPases has been studied by engineering activated

or dominant-negative mutations (by analogy to Ras) in cloned genes. These mutant

proteins were then expressed in cultured cells as well as in D. melanogaster (reviewed in

Luo, 1997 and Ridley, 1995). In general, activated Rho GTPases induce the formation of

actin-based structures while dominant-negative GTPases prevent the formation of these

structures. For example, activated Rac has been shown to induce actin polymerization,

membrane ruffling, lamellipodia, and focal complex formation in fibroblasts (Nobes and

Hall, 1995; Ridley et al., 1992), invasiveness in T-lymphoma cells (Michiels et al., 1995),

and actin assembly, epidermal cell shape, and myoblast fusion in Drosophila (Eaton et al.,

1995; Harden et al., 1995; Luo et al., 1994). Similarly, activated Cdc42 induces filopodia

and focal complex formation (Nobes and Hall, 1995), whereas introduction of dominant

negative Rho inhibits stress fiber formation (Ridley and Hall, 1992).

In multicellular organisms, both cell migration and axon growth cone outgrowth

and guidance may also involve Rho subfamily function. In fact, both activated and

dominant-negative Drac1 cause axon truncation in Drosophila, and activated Rac affects

both axon outgrowth and dendritic spine morphogenesis in mouse Purkinje cells (Luo et

al., 1996; Luo et al., 1994). In contrast to Drac1, activated Dcdc42 can affect neuronal cell

" * --



position and both axon and dendrite outgrowth in Drosophila (Luo et al., 1994). More

recently, a possible requirement for Rac has been identified in border cell migration during º

Drosophila oogenesis using a dominant-negative construct (Murphy and Montell, 1996).

Studies on the Rho subfamily using engineered mutations have greatly expanded z - - -

our understanding of their possible role in several systems. However, the normal function

and spatial expression of Rho subfamily members in these systems is not known. In fact,

only in Saccharomyces cerevisiae have deletions of Rho GTPases been examined, where

an effect on cell polarity and budding has been observed (reviewed in Ridley, 1995).

Thus, the requirement for endogenous Rho subfamily GTPases in regulating complex cell , - - -aºs

behavior in multicellular organisms remains an outstanding question. º

MIG-2 is a Rho subfamily GTPase important for cell migration - º
Given the similarity between cell migration in C. elegans and in other organisms, sº

and the implication that Rho GTPases may be involved in this process, it would be * * -- * (?

informative to examine the function of the Rho subfamily in regulating cell behavior in º
}

nematodes. This work identifies a novel member of the Rho subfamily expressed in

migratory cells in C. elegans. Mutations in this gene, mig-2, were isolated following -- º
random mutagenesis, and provide a means to study the effects of endogenous Rho * -

º _Y

subfamily signaling pathways in cell migration and axon guidance. sº »”

mig-2 was first identified as one of many genes necessary for proper cell migration c
in C. elegans by Hedgecock et al. (1987) and later as one of several genes involved in the º,
migration and axonogenesis of the HSN neuron (Desai et al., 1988). Both of these studies

examined the rh/7 allele of mig-2, which was isolated by E.M. Hedgecock. Three X. º
additional alleles have since been isolated, in independent genetic screens. One allele, º A

muz8, was isolated by J. Austin and C. Kenyon in a screen for shortened migrations of
-

º
cells in the QR lineage (unpublished data). Two other alleles, gm38 and gm/O3, were



isolated by P. Baum, W. Forrester, and G. Garriga in screens for incomplete HSN or

CAN cell migration (personal communication).

Molecular and phenotypic characterization of mig-2 has provided several insights

into both Rho subfamily function as well as the control of cell migration in C. elegans.

First, identification of the endogenous mig-2 gene allowed use of an expression construct

driven by the normal mig-2 promoter. The MIG-2 protein is found in many cells

throughout much of development, and is associated with the plasma membrane in both

stationary and migratory cells. Second, a comparison of different mig-2 alleles led to

several findings. Mutations that constitutively activate mig-2 inhibit many cell migrations

and, unexpectedly, also perturb axon pathfinding rather than outgrowth. A novel allele,

which causes defects similar to those caused by the activated alleles, identifies a region of

the protein important for regulation of mig-2 function by either GTP hydrolysis or effector

binding. In contrast to activation, loss of mig-2 function only affects a few cells, indicating

only a minimal requirement for this gene in development. This may be due to redundant

pathways regulating cell migration in other cells. Therefore, activation of mig-2 perturbs

the behavior of cells in which mig-2 is not required or perhaps even normally involved.

These mutations also suggest a need for GTPase cycling for normal migration since the

migration of cells in the QR neuroblast lineage is inhibited by both activation and loss of

function. Finally, cell type-specific responses to mig-2 expression and activity indicate that

there are likely to be separate pathways regulating migration in different cell types.

* * * * * *
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Chapter Two

Molecular Analysis of mig-2

The muz8 mutation was first isolated by J. Austin in a Nomarski screen for

mutations affecting the migration of the descendants of the QR neuroblast. Mapping and

complementation tests revealed that mu28 was an allele of the previously identified gene

mig-2. The phenotype of mig-2(mu28) and mig-2(rh 17) was of interest for several

reasons: First, a large number of cell migrations were shortened in mig-2(rh17). These * * ****

- - - - - - - - -
* * ****

migrations were not restricted to a particular cell type, direction, or time of migration, sea-su st

suggesting that mig-2 was part of the general migration machinery. Second, mig-2 shared - - - ,

several phenotypes with pat-3 (.3-integrin) mutants (Gettner et al., 1995; E. Hedgecock,

personal communication), suggesting that mig-2 played a role in fundamental aspects of

cell biology relating to the mechanics of cell migration. Therefore, further analysis of the

mig-2 gene was carried out. --

Identification and Cloning of the mig-2 gene

mig-2(muž8) was initially found to map between egl-15 and sma-5 on the X

chromosome (J. Austin, personal communication). Physical mapping further positioned

the gene between the PCR marker stP61 and the RFLP nP8 (see Chapter 5). The physical

map for the mig-2 region is shown in Figure 1a. Cosmids containing C. elegans genomic
DNA from this region were injected into muz8 hermaphrodites and assayed for rescue of

the defect in migration of the QR neuroblast descendants (see below). Partial rescue was

seen with several cosmids in the region, but full rescuing activity was only found on the

single cosmid C35C5 (Figure 1b), which has been sequenced by the C. elegans genome

sequencing project. Analysis of the sequence of C35C5 revealed that the predicted gene

C35C5.4 encoded a homolog of Rac. A 12.6 kb BgllI fragment of this cosmid that
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encompassed C35C5.4 in its entirety (with 5.5 kb genomic DNA upstream of the Rac

homolog ORF) exhibited full rescuing activity. Both a construct containing an internal 1.3

kb deletion within the C35C5.4 ORF, and a construct with a STOP codon engineered in

codon five of the C35C5.4 ORF failed to rescue the migration defect (Figure 1b). This led

to the conclusion that the Rac homolog encoded by C35C5.4 was the mig-2 gene. The

Genbank accession number for the mig-2 coding region is U82288.

The mig-2 open reading frame (C35C5.4) covers approximately 2.5 kb of the

cosmid C35C5. The program Genefinder (ACeDb) was used to predict intron/exon splice

sites based on consensus C. elegans splice sequences. mig-2 has four exons, and the

length of 3' untranslated RNA is undetermined. Many mRNAs in C. elegans are trans

spliced to a leader RNA known as SL1. Since the 5’ end of mig-2 contains an SL1

consensus splice acceptor site, it is likely that MIG-2 is trans-spliced to SL1. Some

potentially interesting observations were also made with respect to the upstream (5')

genomic DNA flanking the mig-2 open reading frame. Repetitive DNA sequence elements

were found by sequence gazing, which may have future implications toward the

transcriptional control of MIG-2 expression. Two such elements were seen several times

in this genomic region: (GT)n(AT)(GT)n and (T)h(CG)(T)n:

MIG-2 is a Novel Member of the Rho Subfamily

An alignment of the predicted MIG-2 amino acid sequence with other members of

the Rho subfamily is shown in Figure 2a. MIG-2 displays excellent conservation with

other Rho subfamily members in regions important for GTP binding and hydrolysis, as

well as in effector binding domains. MIG-2 also contains the CAAX C-terminal motif

necessary for isoprenylation (Adamson et al., 1992a). However, MIG-2 diverges

significantly between amino acids 135 to 148. These residues fall between the G4 and G5

domains of mig-2, a region whose functional importance is unknown. A graphic

11
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representation of the homology between MIG-2 and other subfamily members using the

CLUSTAL algorithm is shown in Figure 2b. Classes of homologous Rho subfamily

members, such as Rac or Cdc42, share between 70-90% sequence identity, while non

canonical subfamily members such as RhoL or RacE share 50-60% sequence identity with

all other subfamily members (Murphy and Montell, 1996; Larochelle et al., 1996; Nobes

and Hall, 1994). MIG-2 also shares only 50-60% sequence identity with all other

members of the subfamily; thus while the CLUSTAL alignment shows MIG-2 to be most

closely related to Rac and Cdc42, MIG-2 is a novel member of the Rho subfamily. Since

MIG-2 cannot be definitively classified as either Rac or Cdc42, its effects on the actin

cytoskeleton and cell behavior cannot be predicted from previous studies.

The predicted amino acid sequence of MIG-2 is shown in Figure 3. The genome

project sequence was confirmed by sequencing of this region following high-fidelity PCR

from wild-type genomic DNA. In a similar fashion, DNA made from each of the four mig

2 alleles was sequenced and the mutations identified (Figure 3). Because of the extensive

structure/function analysis that has been performed on members of the Ras superfamily,

predictions can be made about the activity of mutant MIG-2 proteins. Three of the four

alleles contain mutations whose effects can be predicted based on previous studies, and one

is novel. mig-2(mu28) contains a STOP codon at amino acid 60, a mutation that is

predicted to cause a truncation of the protein, leading to complete loss of function. Both

mig-2(rh!7) and mig-2(gml O3) contain mutations in codon 16, which, due to a four amino

acid insertion in MIG-2 relative to other Ras superfamily members, is equivalent to codon

12 of Ras. Based on previous studies involving Ras, both rh 17 and gm/03 are predicted

to be defective in GTP hydrolysis, thus rendering them constitutively active (Bourne et al.,

1991; Krengel et al., 1990; Barbacid, 1987). In fact, both the rh/7 and gml()3 mutations

are transforming when made in Ras (Seeburg et al., 1984). mig-2(gm38) contains a novel

mutation in a conserved alanine at position 163. This mutation falls within the G5 domain

of mig-2 (Bourne et al., 1991), and thus may affect GTP binding or hydrolysis. However,
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this region has also been shown to be an important effector domain (Diekmann et al.,

1995), so it is unclear what effect the gms8 mutation has in vivo. A mutation in a nearby

position (rac161L) does lead to an activated Rac protein (Chou and Blenis, 1996). Based

on the phenotypic similarity between gm;8 and rh/7 or gml/)3 animals (see below), gm;8

may also result in an activated mig-2 protein.

Expression and Localization of MIG-2

mig-2 is the first example of a Rho subfamily member identified genetically in a

multicellular organism. Therefore, it was of great interest to determine in which cells mig-2

may be active. To begin to address this issue, the normal expression pattern and

subcellular localization of MIG-2 was examined. A full-length fusion construct was

generated with GFP (Green Fluorescent Protein) fused to the N-terminus of MIG-2 in the

context of the genomic DNA used to clone the gene. This construct contains over 5 kb

upstream and 3 kb downstream of the MIG-2 ORF, as well as all endogenous introns.

Since GFP was fused to the N-terminus of MIG-2, the CAAX C-terminal motif was

available for processing. These characteristics taken together led to the expectation that the

GFP:MIG-2 fusion protein would behave in a similar fashion to endogenous MIG-2 in

vivo. Confirming this expectation, GFP:MIG-2 was able to rescue the cell migration

defects observed in mu28 (see below).

Hermaphrodites carrying GFP:MIG-2 as a stable, integrated transgenic array (see

Chapter 5) were examined at various developmental stages. Expression of GFP:MIG-2

was first detected in early embryos. At this time in development (pre-comma, ~300 min.

post first cleavage), expression can be seen in nearly every cell (Figure 4), with the

exception of the intestine. At hatching, many cell types express the fusion protein, with

some significant exceptions. Notably, GFP:MIG-2 is expressed in cells that undergo

long-range migration during embryogenesis, such as Z1 and Z4 (precursors to the somatic

gonad) and the neurons HSN, CAN, and ALM (Figure 4). However, one embryonic
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-
::MIG-2

Embryo All, except intestine and germ line (Z2/Z3)

L1-L2 ALM, CAN, HSN, QL. QR, AVM, SDQR, AQR, PVM, SDQL,
PQR, Z1, Z4, coelomocytes, P cells, V cells, body wall muscles,
pharynx, nerve ring neurons and axons, many tail cells

L3-Adult anchor cell, vulva, distal tip cells

Non-Expressing intestine, germ line, M

Figure 4. Expression of GFP:MIG-2. (a) All pictures were taken with a confocal microscope
except (iv). Anterior is to the left and ventral is down in all panels. (i) Comma stage embryo.
Nearly all cells express the fusion protein, which localizes to the plasma membrane (outlined
cells). (ii) QL (arrowhead). (iii) QR (arrowhead). (iv) L2 animal showing QR descendants AVM
and SDQR, as well as ALM, CAN, and HSN. (v) Confocal image of AVM, SDQR, and ALM
showing plasma membrane localization. (vi) AVM and SDQR posteriorly displacedand paired
ventrally in mig-2(rh 17). ALM can be seen in its normal position. (vii) L3 animal showing the
vulval epithelium and the anchor cell (AC) which exhibits cytoplasmic staining. (viii) Distal tip
cell (DTC) of the developing L3 gonad showing cytoplasmic localization. (ix) Lateral epidermis
(V cells). (b) List of cell types expressing GFP:MIG-2.
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migratory cell, M, does not appear to express GFP:MIG-2. Expression is quite strong in

the neuroblasts QL and QR, bilateral homologs that migrate posteriorly and anteriorly,

respectively, during early larval development. The descendants of QL and QR continue to

migrate during the first larval stage, and continue to express GFP:MIG-2 strongly.

GFP:MIG-2 is also seen in many non-migratory neurons and epidermal cells, however no

expression is detected in the intestine or germ line. In adult hermaphrodites, expression

can be seen in the vulva and distal tip cells of the gonad.

mig-2 is likely to be involved with cytoskeletal dynamics associated with cell

motility, therefore its subcellular localization may help determine its in vivo function. - * ****

Throughout development, the fusion protein is clearly localized to the cell periphery º .
(plasma membrane) in most cell types. This can be easily seen by confocal microscopy as

a -

a ring of fluorescence in expressing cells, whereas cells in which GFP:MIG-2 is located in - ---

the cytoplasm appear “filled in.” Plasma-membrane localization is seen in all cells of the

early embryo, and continues in most larval cells (Figure 4). It is tempting to speculate that * * *

this plasma-membrane localization is important for mig-2-mediated control of actin

polymerization at the cell periphery. A small fraction of GFP:MIG-2-expressing cells

exhibit cytoplasmic staining. These are the HSN neuron (before axonogenesis), the distal

tip cells, and the anchor cell of the developing vulva. Thus neither expression nor

cytoplasmic localization of GFP:MIG-2 appears to correlate with cell behavior or function.

GFP:MIG-2 was localized to the cell periphery in both stationary cells and in

migrating cells. The migrations of the QR cell and its descendants in the GFP:MIG-2

strain were followed and images of these cells recorded using confocal microscopy (Figure

5). During migration, these cells appeared to have a lamella-like leading edge protruding

anteriorly (the direction of migration). QR and its descendants exhibited plasma membrane

staining throughout their migration. However, no specific (or asymmetric) subcellular

localization of GFP:MIG-2 other than the entire cell periphery was observed during

migration of the QR lineage.
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QRap QR.aa

\ , ).C. QR.pl* * * *

Figure 5. Confocal Localization of GFP:MIG-2 in Migratory Cells. In each panel,
anterior is to the left and is the direction of migration. (i) QR as it migrates over V4.
Note the leading edge protruding anteriorly (arrowhead). GFP:MIG-2 is uniformly
localized around the cell periphery. (ii - iv) The daughters of QR (QR.a and QR.p)
also migrate anteriorly and exhibit a lamella-like leading edge (arrowheads). (v)
After the divisions of QR.a and QR.p., QR.aa and QR.pp undergo cell death (round
cells) while QR.ap and QR.pa continue to migrate anteriorly and correspondingly
show the leading edge morphology (arrowheads). QR.ap has migrated past its
anterior sister cell QR.aa. GFP:MIG-2 continues to be uniformly localized around
the cell periphery (with some cytoplasmic staining) in migratory cells.

, , = "
- - - - -

- - -
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Posttranslational modification of the CAAX domain of Ras proteins is important for

localization, thus the dependence of plasma-membrane localization of GFP:MIG-2 on

farnesylation was examined. Ras is constitutively associated with the plasma membrane,

and in vivo is found to have a farnesyl group added. The CAAX C-terminal motif has been

shown to be required for isoprenylation of the Rho subfamily and Ras (Adamson et al.,

1992a). Farnesylation specifically depends on a C-terminal methionine or serine that is

recognized by the farnesyl transferase (Foster et al., 1996; Seabra et al., 1991). In contrast

to Ras, most Rho subfamily members have a C-terminal leucine that directs

geranylgeranylation, and most Rho subfamily members are found primarily in the

cytoplasm (Adamson et al., 1992b). Given that MIG-2 has a C-terminal methionine and is

localized to the plasma membrane in most cells, the dependence of localization on this C

terminal methionine was tested. A GFP:MIG-2 fusion construct was made with the C

terminal methionine of MIG-2 changed to leucine. Despite the fact that this protein is

predicted to be geranylgeranylated instead of farnesylated (Foster et al., 1996), it still

exhibited the wild-type localization pattern, and was still able to rescue the muz8 cell

migration defect. Thus farnesylation does not appear to be specifically required for plasma

membrane localization of MIG-2. It is possible that MIG-2 contains a second membrane

localization signal, which is in fact the case for Ras (Hancock et al., 1991).
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Chapter Three

Phenotypic Characterization of mig-2

mig-2 was originally isolated on the basis of its effects on the migration of the Q

neuroblast lineage. In light of the identification of MIG-2 as a novel member of the Rho

subfamily, a detailed phenotypic characterization of activated, novel, and loss-of-function

mig-2 alleles was carried out.

Activated Alleles of mig-2 Inhibit Cell Migration

Worms carrying activating mutations in mig-2 exhibit multiple, variably penetrant

cell migration defects. In general, the embryonic and larval-stage migrations of several

neuronal and mesodermal cells are incomplete, leading to cells that are displaced toward

their birth position. The cell migrations affected by mig-2 are not restricted to a specific cell

type, developmental time, or direction of migration, indicating an involvement of mig-2

with the general migration machinery. A complete description of the cell migration defects

in mig-2 is shown in Figure 6 and Table 1.

The embryonic migrations of the ALM, CAN, and HSN neurons and the juvenile

coelomocytes are truncated in mig-2 animals, however the migrations of four mesodermal

cells (Z1, Z4, M, and mu int R) in the embryo are unaffected. After hatching, the initial

migrations of the QL and QR neuroblasts are somewhat shortened, as are the subsequent

migrations of their descendants AVM and SDQR (Figure 6a). An interesting phenotype

associated with the shortening of QR descendant migration is the pairing of ALM and

SDQR dorsally or AVM and SDQR ventrally. Normally these cells are spaced out in a
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regular triangle (with ALM and SDQR dorsal and separated, and AVM ventral between

them). However, in mig-2 mutants, pairs of these cells can be tightly associated with one

another in both wild-type and abnormal positions (Figure 4a), perhaps indicating an altered

cell adhesion state of these cells. In addition, the later migrations of the sex myoblasts are

also slightly truncated. Thus, many, but not all, migratory cells in C. elegans are affected

by constitutively active MIG-2. However, the incomplete penetrance of all of these

migration defects (Figure 6b and Table 1) illustrates the inability of constitutively active

MIG-2 to completely disrupt normal migration.

At a gross morphological level, mig-2(rh 17, gm38, gml O3) animals are

uncoordinated (Unc), sluggish, egg-laying defective (Egl), and have withered tails (Wit).

Due to these gross morphological problems, mig-2(rh17, gm/03, and gm;8) males are

unable to mate. Most of these phenotypes can be attributed to defects in cell migration, for

example incomplete migration of the CAN neuron can lead to a withered tail phenotype,

perhaps due to defects in osmoregulation (Manser and Wood, 1990). Finally, mig-2

hermaphrodites also exhibit gonad abnormalities, which can be attributed to abnormal distal

tip cell behavior.

Activation of mig-2 would be expected to lead to a dominant or semi-dominant

defect in migration. Also, if gm:58 is an activated allele it too may be semi-dominant. To

test these hypotheses, these mutations were examined in trans to a wild type chromosome.

While none of these putative activated alleles was completely dominant, the heterozygotes

did exhibit migration defects in a subset of the cells affected in the homozygotes. In

particular, mig-2(rh!7) and mig-2(gml/)3) semi-dominantly affect the migrations of ALM

and the QR descendants while mig-2(gm;8) is semi-dominant with respect to ALM but

recessive with respect to QR (Table 1). These alleles are essentially recessive with respect

to the other cell types examined, so in some cells one wild-type copy of mig-2 is sufficient

to promote normal migration despite the presence of an activated allele.
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Embryonic Migrations
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Figure 6. Cell migration defects observed in mig-2 mutants. (a) Schematic diagram
of migrations affected by mutations in mig-2. Cells are drawn in their final wild-type
positions. (b) Histogram of wild type (N2) and mutant (mig-2(rh 17)) cell positions
(n=200 each).
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Interestingly, gm;8 does not behave the same as rh 17 and gml O3 when heterozygous.

Thus, even if gm;8 is an activating mutation, it must be biochemically distinguishable from

the canonical activated alleles.

To determine what effect activation of mig-2 has on localization of the MIG-2

protein, expression of GFP:MIG-2 was also examined in a mig-2(rh 17) background.

Neurons whose migrations are inhibited by mig-2(rh!7) were seen in their mutant positions

by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 4); however, no change from the wild-type mig-2

expression pattern was found. It is possible that the mutant phenotypes in mig-2(rh 17)

animals arise from altered protein activity rather than altered localization. However, the a sº

rh17 mutation was not engineered into the GFP construct, thus this experiment may not
a sa - - - -

accurately reflect the localization of mig-2(rh 17) mutant protein.

Activated mig-2 Alleles Perturb Axon Guidance

Mutant forms of Drac1 can affect axon outgrowth (Luo et al., 1996; Luo et al.,

1994), and mig-2 had previously been implicated in axon outgrowth (Desai et al., 1988).

Therefore, mig-2 mutant animals were examined for defects in axon outgrowth or

guidance. Activating and novel alleles of mig-2 were found to perturb axon guidance,

while no effect was seen in the null mutant.

One cell in particular, the HSN neuron, is well-suited for studies on axon

pathfinding (Desai et al., 1988). In wild-type hermaphrodites the HSN axon projects

ventrally from the cell body (which is normally located near the vulva) to the ventral

midline, and then anteriorly to the head. HSN and its axon can be visualized by

immunofluorescence with anti-serotonin antibodies (McIntire et al., 1992; see Chapter 5).

mig-2(rh17, gm/03, gm;8) hermaphrodites have abnormal HSN axons with high

penetrance (Figure 7). In a small percentage of mig-2 animals, the HSN axon was

truncated and failed to grow to a normal length, similar to the defects observed with

activated and dominant-negative Drac1 in Drosophila (Luo et al., 1994). However, in most
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Strain Wild Truncated Anterior Misguided Misguided
(with (withoutb Type Lateral ventral ventral
projection) projection)

N2 100% o 0 0 O

(n=108)

muz8 100% 0 0 0. 0.

(n=103)

rh 17 26% 8% 21% 20% 25%

(n=76)

gm/03 20% 12% 3.2% 17% 18%

(n=98)

gmix8 24%. 18% 3.2% 16% 10%

(n=62)

Figure 7. Axon guidance defects observed in mig-2 mutants. (a) Anterior is to the left and ventral
is down. Axons are delineated by arrowheads. (i) Compiled confocal Z-series showing the wild-type
HSN axon projection. (ii) Conventional fluorescence microscopy image of the wild-type pattern. (iii)
Dorsally displaced cell body in mig-2(rh 17) with a projection which failed to turn ventrally and
extended to the head along the lateral body wall. (iv.-vi.) Misguided axons in mig-2(rh 17). (vii)
Misguided axon in mig-2(gm;8), (b) HSN axon phenotypes seen in each mutant. “Misguided”
indicates any of a variable, wandering trajectory, with or without a projection to the ventral nerve cord.
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cases the HSN axon in mig-2 animals grew to a normal length but exhibited variable

defects in guidance, often taking looping and wandering paths on the lateral body wall

(Figure 7). These pathfinding defects were observed both when the HSN cell body was in

its wild-type position or when it was posteriorly displaced. This perturbation of axon

guidance has not previously been observed using activated or dominant-negative Rho

subfamily members. Furthermore, HSN axon pathfinding was normal in mig-2(mu28)

(Figure 7). These data lead to the conclusion that MIG-2 is not required for axon

outgrowth, but that activated mig-2 can interfere with normal axon guidance. A failure to

generate filopodia can affect axon guidance (Chien et al., 1993), thus activated mig-2 may * * *

cause this defect by disrupting filopodia in HSN. However, the precise cytoskeletal role of º
MIG-2 has yet to be determined. Another possibility comes from the finding that vulval

precursor cells (VPCs) are required for correct HSN axon pathfinding (Garriga et al.,

1993). Since MIG-2 is expressed in these cells, constitutive MIG-2 activity may be

interfering with this instructive cell interaction. However, the wandering axon defect seen

in the activated mig-2 mutants was not seen when the VPCs were ablated (Garriga et al.,

1993). Finally, other Rho family members may normally play a role in HSN axon

guidance, and activated mig-2 may interfere with these other GTPases.

A mec-7::GFP reporter construct was also obtained and used to examine the axons

of the touch neurons ALM, PLM, AVM, and PVM, which also express mig-2 (see Chapter

5). No significant defect in these axons could be found in mig-2(rh/7) animals. Since not

all axon guidance is disrupted in these activated mig-2 mutants, this defect may be specific

to HSN.

mig-2 is Only Required in a Few Cells

In contrast to the activated alleles, mig-2(muz8) animals appear completely wild

type at a gross morphological level. Also, mu28 males mate with wild-type efficiency,

unlike males carrying activating mutations in mig-2. The mild phenotype of these animals
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is surprising given that mig-2(muz8) is predicted to be a null allele (see Fig. 3). Based on

the incompletely penetrant phenotypes of the activated alleles, one might have expected a

complete loss of mig-2 function to result in a total lack of cell migration or perhaps

lethality. While this is not the case, mu38 animals do exhibit a defect in the migration of

the QR neuroblast and its descendants (AQR, AVM, and SDQR; see Fig. 6), as well as the

QL cell and the left juvenile coelomocytes. These data indicate that the only requirement for

endogenous mig-2 activity is in the normal migration of these few cells. Still, partial

migration of the QR descendants does take place in muz8 animals, and many individual

worms exhibit wild-type QR migration (Table 1). Thus, mig-2 is a part of the normal

migration machinery in the QR descendants, but it is not completely essential.

The gene mab-5 has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for posterior

migration of the descendants of QL (Salser and Kenyon, 1992). Since loss of mig-2

function causes the QR descendants to stop posterior to their wild type destination, it was

formally possible that ectopic activation of mab-5 in these cells in a muz8 background was

responsible for the defect. The double mutant strain mab-5(e2088)III; mig-2(muz8)X was

examined for the positions of several cells. In this strain, the descendants of QL still

migrate anteriorly due to loss of mab-5, and stop migrating between V3 and V4 (positions

9-14; n=20). Thus, this anterior migration is only mildly affected by loss of mig-2.

Correspondingly, the descendants of QR still stop migrating posterior to their normal

position in this strain (positions 8-11; n=36). Loss of mab-5 activity does not rescue the

migration defect of the QR descendants in mig-2(mu28); therefore loss of mig-2 does not

appear to activate ectopic mab-5 expression in these cells.

mig-2(mu28) was also studied in trans to a chromosome containing either wild-type

MIG-2 or a deficiency that deletes mig-2 and surrounding genomic DNA (Table 1). mig

2(mu28) was completely recessive to wild type. Animals carrying the deficiency

chromosome in trans to wild type exhibited a truncation of the migration of the QR

neuroblast descendants similar to that seen in mu28 homozygotes, indicating that the
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deficiency deleted other genes involved in cell migration in C. elegans. This hypothesis

was further supported by the fact that cosmids from the region that do not contain mig-2

nevertheless can partially rescue the muz8 migration defect (see Figure 1 and Chapter 5).

Accordingly, when muz8 was placed in trans to the deficiency, a more severe defect in QR

descendant migration was observed. The alternative possibility, that muz8 is not

completely null, is unlikely on the basis of recent analysis of additional mig-2 alleles (R.

Kindt, personal communication).

mig-2(mu28) exhibits the same truncation of migration of the QR neuroblast

descendants as the activated alleles (Table 1). Furthermore, the ventral pairing of AVM and • *s--

SDQR or the dorsal pairing of ALM and SDQR seen in the other mig-2 alleles is also seen tº-: *

in mig-2(muz8). Thus, this one cell type is unable to migrate completely whether mig-2 is

nonfunctional or constitutively active. The pairing of these migratory neurons may be a

secondary consequence of a failure to migrate, or may be due to altered cell adhesion in

both cases. Since both activation and loss of function (and presumably loss of protein) *** *

result in a similar QR migration defect, some aspect of normal migration requires that the

GDP-bound form of mig-2 be present. This may indicate a need for GTPase cycling, that

is for mig-2 to be alternately OFF (GDP-bound) and ON (GTP-bound), for normal

migration of the descendants of QR.

Identification of Redundant Migration Pathways

Other genetic pathways may play a redundant role in the regulation of migration of

cells unaffected by loss of mig-2 function. Two genes that are likely to be part of a

redundant pathway (or pathways) are mig-10 and unc-73. Mutations in both of these genes

affect the migrations of many cells, including those affected by activated but not loss-of

function mig-2 alleles. On the basis of these phenotypes, the double mutant combination

between each of these two genes and mig-2 was examined.
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mig-10(ct41)III is one of several genes implicated in the control of multiple late

embryonic cell migrations (Manser and Wood, 1990). mig-10 has been cloned and shown

to be homologous to regions of Grb2 and Grb10, implicating mig-10 in signal

transduction. Initial experiments demonstrated a cell non-autonomous function with

respect to excretory canal outgrowth (J. Manser, personal communication). The strain

mig-10(ct41)III; mig-2(mu28)X exhibited a stronger Unc and Wit phenotype than either

single mutant, and was examined further for excretory canal outgrowth and QR descendant

migration. Singly, the loss-of-function allele mig-10(ct41) affects excretory canal

outgrowth with high penetrance, yet only mildly affects QR migration. On its own, as

shown above, mig-2 affects QR migration, but does not affect canal outgrowth to any

noticeable extent. In the double mutant strain, both phenotypes are more severe (Figure 8),

indicating a synthetic enhancement of inhibition of cell migration. Since mig-2(muz8) is a

null allele, these synthetic phenotypes probably result from loss of a parallel pathway

requiring mig-10. Since mig-10 may function cell non-autonomously, perhaps it is

involved in sending a signal required for these migrations. Since these signals are not

likely to require mig-2, mig-2 may promote cell migration through a redundant

mechanism. However, a more direct interaction between mig-10 and mig-2 within

migratory cells has not yet been ruled out.

Another protein required for multiple cell migrations in nematodes is UNC-73,

which is homologous to guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) in yeast and

elsewhere (Run et al., 1996; Desai et al., 1988; Hedgecock et al., 1987). Specifically,

UNC-73 has regions of homology to Cdc24p, dbl, and ber, which have all been shown to

act as GEFs for various members of the Rho subfamily (Run et al., 1996; Nobes and Hall,

1994). The requirement for UNC-73 in cell migration implies that a member of the Rho

subfamily is also involved in this process, though no Rho GTPase has been shown to be a

target for UNC-73. mig-2 would appear to be an excellent candidate for this target,

however initial genetic experiments indicate that direct interaction between mig-2 and unc

-- *
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Figure 8. Analysis of mig-10(ct41)III; mig-2(mu28)X. (a) Elongation of the
excretory canal is more severely impaired in the double mutant than in mig-10
alone. Note the increased number of animals where no canal is Seen in the double
mutant. (b) The migrations of the descendants of QR are more severely affected
in the double mutant than in either mutant alone.
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73 is unlikely. unc-73(e.936)I is uncoordinated but healthy, and mig-2(muz8)X is

essentially wild type. However, the double mutant combination is extremely sick, and very

few of the animals live to reproduce. Since mu28 is a null allele, this synthetic phenotype

probably results from a reduction in a parallel genetic pathway involving unc-73, rather

than any further reduction in a mig-2-mediated process. Thus both unc-73 and mig-10

appear to regulate cell migration independently of mig-2, suggesting that they are each part

of a redundant pathway active in many migratory cells.
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Chapter Four

Conclusions, Part |

Previous studies have pointed to a role for the Rho subfamily of Ras-like small

GTPases in regulation of the actin cytoskeleton in cultured cells and yeast. Use of activated

and dominant-negative engineered constructs expressed in Drosophila has given even more

insight into how this regulation of the cytoskeleton affects cell biological processes in vivo.

However, a complete understanding of Rho subfamily function requires mutations that alter

or eliminate the activity of endogenous genes. Here the function of a novel Rho subfamily

member in cell migration and axon guidance in C. elegans has been examined. Activating,

novel, and loss-of-function mutations in this gene, mig-2, were isolated in genetic screens

rather than engineered. These mutations allowed examination of endogenous Rho GTPase

function in a multicellular organism.

MIG-2 is Localized to the Plasma Membrane of Migratory Cells

A GFP:MIG-2 fusion construct under the control of the mig-2 promoter was used

to examine the endogenous expression pattern and subcellular localization of MIG-2.

GFP:MIG-2 is expressed in many, though not all cells, during the time in development

when cell migrations affected by mig-2 take place. Expression is seen in all of the

migratory cells that are affected by mutation in mig-2. This, along with the fact that small

GTPases are known to function intracellularly, suggests that mig-2 acts cell autonomously

to regulate cell motility. However, mosaic analysis has not been performed to confirm this

hypothesis. MIG-2 is localized to the plasma membrane in both stationary and migratory

cells. Presumably plasma-membrane localization has some impact on the ability of mig-2

to regulate cell migration. MIG-2 is also found in the cytoplasm of some cells, however,
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and the biochemical basis for cytoplasmic versus plasma-membrane localization in different

cell types remains unknown.

Activating and Novel Alleles of mig-2 Perturb Cell Behavior

Activation of mig-2 has a dramatic and widespread effect, inhibiting many cell

migrations and perturbing axon guidance. In fact, the cell migration defects in these

animals lead to gross morphological abnormalities. For example, the withered tail

phenotype may result from incomplete migration of the canal-associated neuron (CAN),

and the male mating defect may result from failure of the gonad linker cell to completely

migrate. A striking and novel effect of mig-2 activation is the defect in axon guidance of

the HSN neuron. While in most cases axon outgrowth still occurs, pathfinding is severely

impaired. This type of axon defect has not been observed in previous studies on HSN, or

in studies of Rho subfamily members in other systems. Activation of mig-2 may impair

HSN axon pathfinding indirectly; for example, activated mig-2 may alter neighboring cells

that normally provide guidance cues. However, it seems likely that mig-2 acts cell

autonomously. In this case, activated mig-2 may be able to perturb the translation of

guidance information into directed growth. Identification of mig-2-interacting proteins in

HSN will be of great interest to understand how this perturbation is accomplished.

The rh!7 and gml O3 alleles of mig-2 are predicted to be constitutively active based

on extensive previous studies involving mutations in Ras. Based on its phenotypic

similarity to rh 17 and gml/)3, gm38 is also likely to be an activated allele. However, the

mutation seen in gm:58 has not been studied previously, and studies in vitro (or in cell

culture) will be needed to define the biochemical effects of the gm;8 mutation on the MIG

2 protein. Attempts to transform C. elegans hermaphrodites with an engineered dominant

negative (T21N) mig-2 construct have so far been unsuccessful (unpublished data),

presumably due to lethality associated with widespread expression of such a protein. If

endogenous dominant-negative alleles of mig-2 are also lethal, it would further suggest that
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gm;8 represents an activated allele. Whether gm;8 leads to activation via loss of GTP

hydrolysis, decreased affinity for nucleotide, or increased effector protein interaction, this

mutation identifies a new residue important for GTPase regulation.

Loss of mig-2 Function Reveals Redundant Pathways

In contrast to animals carrying activated and novel mutations, animals that lack mig

2 function appear essentially wild type. In fact, only one cell type, the descendants of the

QR neuroblast, shows a strong requirement for mig-2. Since few cells are affected by loss

of mig-2 function, the need for mig-2 in the normal control of cell migration must be quite

limited. This observation suggests that other cells contain redundant pathways regulating

migration. Two genes that may act in these redundant pathways, unc-73 and mig-10, have

also been identified. In addition, other Rho GTPases may play a role in cells not affected

by loss of mig-2. At least four other members of the Rho subfamily have been identified in

C. elegans based on sequence homology: CeRac1, CeRac2, CeCdc42, and CeRhoA (Chen

et al., 1996; Chen and Lim, 1994; Chen et al., 1993a; Chen et al., 1993b). However, the

functions of these other Rho proteins in worms have not been explored. Identification of

the target GTPase of the UNC-73 GEF may begin to address the role of other Rho

subfamily members in C. elegans.

Possible Mechanisms of mig-2 Action

Rho subfamily GTPases have been shown to regulate actin dynamics in vitro and in

vivo. In migratory cells expressing constitutively active mig-2, modulation of the actin

cytoskeleton may be perturbed. Activation of mig-2 could prolong effector interactions that

are normally regulated, or allow interaction with effectors that are not usually mig-2 targets.

These altered interactions may inhibit cell migration and axon guidance by causing defects

in the generation of filopodia, lamellipodia, or both. Previous studies have indicated a role
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for filopodia in growth cone navigation (Chien et al., 1993), and future studies on HSN

and the QR descendants may resolve this issue.

As stated above, both activation and loss of mig-2 function result in the same

truncation of the migration of the QR descendants, pointing to a requirement for the GDP

bound form of the mig-2 GTPase for normal migration. One attractive possibility is that

GTPase cycling is required, perhaps for successive rounds of actin polymerization and

depolymerization at the cell periphery in migratory cells. These cycles may take place

around the entire cell periphery, or in a segregated fashion to extend the leading edge and

retract the trailing edge of a migratory cell. An alternative possibility is that activation and

loss of mig-2 function truncate cell migration by different mechanisms. For example, loss

of mig-2 could prevent the actin polymerization necessary for complete migration, while

active mig-2 could cause an accumulation of actin leading to inhibition of migration.

Since loss of mig-2 activity does not affect many cells, activated mig-2 must

interfere with processes for which mig-2 itself is not required. As described above,

pathways normally regulating these processes may or may not involve redundant Rho

subfamily members. For example, in the navigating HSN growth cone, actin

polymerization may be spatially directed by pathways that do not involve mig-2. Thus,

even though mig-2 is expressed in HSN it may be inactive, which would be expected if

mig-2 normally induced actin polymerization around the entire cell periphery.

Inappropriate activation of mig-2 in HSN would therefore lead to unregulated effector

interactions and undirected actin polymerization, interfering with the guidance process.

Alternatively, mig-2 could constitutively activate a guidance pathway normally regulated by

another Rho family member. Deregulation of this pathway would then render the growth

cone insensitive to guidance cues, causing undirected axon growth.
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Separate Pathways Regulate Migration in Different Cells

Finally, several lines of evidence presented here lead to the conclusion that

individual cells in C. elegans contain distinct genetic pathways regulating cell migration and

axon guidance. First, localization of MIG-2 to the plasma membrane is cell type-specific.

Second, cells that express mig-2 fall into three classes: those that require mig-2 (i.e. QR),

those that are susceptible to activated mig-2 (i.e. HSN and CAN), and those that are

unaffected by mutations in mig-2 (i.e. Z1, Z4, and stationary cells such as the V cells).

Even cells that are affected by the activated or novel alleles may not be affected when these

alleles are heterozygous, further suggesting a complex response to mig-2 activity.

Resistance to activation of mig-2 may be due to a lower level of MIG-2 expression (though

differences in GFP staining intensity were subtle), or perhaps a failure to express the

appropriate downstream effectors with which mig-2 could interact. These results taken

together strongly suggest that individual cells contain distinct complements of proteins

available for regulation of cell motility. Alternatively, different responses to mig-2 activity

may be due to quantitative differences in a single pathway active in all migratory cells. If

different cells contain distinct pathways, however, then the effects of activated mig-2 could

be differentially suppressed, which is in fact the case (R. Kindt, personal communication).

Further examination of mig-2 genetically and biochemically, including analysis of

extragenic suppressors, will help to clarify further the role of the Rho subfamily in cell

migration and axon guidance.
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Chapter Five

Methods and References, Part |

Materials and Methods

C. elegans Genetics and Cell Scoring

Caenorhabditis elegans strains were maintained and genetically manipulated as

described (Sulston and Hodgkin, 1988). All strains were grown at 20°C for analysis

except those carrying transgenic arrays using pMH86 as a coinjection marker in a dpy

2006 1282)TV background (see below), which were grown at 25°. Strains used: integrated

mec-7::GFP was obtained from Mary Sym and was used to examine the axons of ALM,

PLM, AVM, and PVM. The deficiency chromosome that deletes mig-2 was derived from

dpy-6(e14)maDf2/szTI I:X hermaphrodites. szT1 is a translocation between chromosomes

I and X (McKim et al., 1988) used as a balancer to maintain the deficiency strain, which

was obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC). dpy-20(e1282)TV, mig

10(ct41)III, and unc-73(e.936)] were also obtained from the CGC.

The final positions of migratory cells were scored by Nomarski optics relative to

stationary cells along the anterior-posterior axis of appropriately staged animals. Data

obtained by Rachel M. Kindt is included for completeness, with her permission and the

author's gratitude. The Q cells and their descendants, ALM, CAN, and HSN were scored

in late L1/early L2 as described (Harris et al., 1996; Desai et al., 1988). Sex myoblast

migration was scored in L3 as described (DeVore et al., 1995). Cutoff positional values

for wild type cell migration (i.e. the threshold position considered wild type for each cell):

ALM=8, CAN=12, HSN=14, ccL=9, ccR=2, QL=17.5, QR=15.5, PVM/SDQL=18,
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AVM/SDQR=6. Sex myoblasts are wild type when centered around the cell P6 and less

than twenty percent of the distance to the neighboring P cells; cells anterior or posterior to

this range were considered in a mutant position (see DeVore et al., 1995).

Cloning and DNA Manipulation

mig-2(rh!7) was isolated by Hedgecock et al. (1987). gm;8 and gml O3 were

isolated by P. Baum, W. Forrester, and G. Garriga (personal communication). Physical

mapping of mig-2 was performed as described (Williams et al., 1992; Ruvkun et al.,

1989). Recombinants were generated between a dpy-7(e.88)mig-2(mu28)unc-9(e101)Y

chromosome and one containing the physical markers nP8 and stP61. Dpy non-Unc or

Unc non-Dpy recombinants were assayed for both mig-2 and the physical markers. nP8

was assayed by Southern blot using the cosmid C05C9 as a probe and genomic DNA made

from the recombinant strains. stP61 was assayed by PCR as described (Williams et al.,

1992). Of 35 recombinants, two fell between nP8 and mig-2, and two between mig-2 and

StP61.

To assay for phenotypic rescue of mig-2, cosmids containing C. elegans genomic

DNA were obtained from Alan Coulson (MRC, England) and microinjected into adult doy

2006 1282)IV; mig-2(mu28)X hermaphrodites as described (Mello et al., 1991). pMH86, a

plasmid that rescues dpy-20(e1282) (Clark et al., 1995) was used as a coinjection marker.

Cosmid Pools used (see Figure 7): Pool 11= F08G12+C04D10+K05A3+C11C2

+F16G2+B0292; Pool 12= T16G6+C30A12+C29F2+C03A3+C48G1+T07A8; Pool 18=

F46C3+PPE4+T25C12+HHG9+C35C5+LLLG4; Pool 18x= F46C3; Pool 18y= PPE4

+T25C12; Pool 182= HHG9+C35C5+LLLG4. F, non-dpy progeny of injected

hermaphrodites were scored as above for either wild type or mutant migration of the QR

descendants. The uninjected strain exhibited approximately 40% wild type individuals and

full rescue was reproducible at approximately 80% wild type. A 12.6 kb BgllI fragment of

cosmid C35C5 was subcloned in the vector pBluescript (Stratagene, La Jolla, California)
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and used for further study (this subclone is named piz7-3). The 1.3 kb internal deletion in

pIZ7-3 was generated by digestion with the enzyme BspEI and religation of the deleted

product.

The mig-2 gene was sequenced using high-fidelity PCR from genomic DNA and

subcloning of the products. The primer sequences used to amplify the mig-2 gene were 5’

TACGGATCCCGCCCTCTTCTTGAGTATTTCG (ZCR1) and 5’

TACGAATTCGAATTTGAAGCGGCTGACTGG (ZCR2). GFP was obtained through

PCR amplification from the vector pPD95.75 (A. Fire, S. Xu, J. Ahnn, and G. Seydoux,

personal communication). This GFP gene contains the fluorescence-enhancing mutation

S65C and three synthetic introns designed for optimal expression in C. elegans. GFP was

amplified using primers with synthetic Sall ends and cloned into an engineered XhoI site at

the N-terminus of the predicted mig-2 coding region. The C-terminal methionine was

mutated to leucine using the QuikChange Site Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La

Jolla, California).

The original GFP:MIG-2 fusion construct was integrated as described (Mello et

al., 1991). dpy-20(e1282)IV;him-5(e1490)V lines carrying GFP:MIG-2 + pmH86 as a

stable extrachromosomal array were gamma-irradiated for 11.5 minutes using a 600 Curie

Cs” source. 500 F, progeny from irradiated hermaphrodites were cloned onto separate

plates and screened for the absence of Dpy progeny. The integrated line was then

outcrossed three times to N2.

Immunocytochemistry

Anti-serotonin antibodies were obtained from Harry Steinbusch (University of

Maastricht, The Netherlands). Worms were grown at 25°C and young adult

hermaphrodites washed in M9 buffer (Sulston and Hodgkin, 1988) and placed on ice for

20 min. Worms were fixed overnight at 4°C in .5 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in .1M
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Na/K PO, pH7.2, washed 3x with PBS, and rocked at 37°C overnight in 1.5 ml 5% B

mercaptoethanol, 1% Triton X-100, .1M Tris pH6.9. Worms were then washed 3x in

PBS and placed in .5 ml eppendorf tubes to which 4 ml 2000 U/ml collagenase (type IV,

Sigma), 1mM CaCl, .1M Tris pH 7.5 was added. Worms were rocked at 37°C for 1 hr

until they just began to break and immediately washed 3x in PBS. Worms were incubated

for 1 hr at room temperature in .4 ml antibody solution (1% BSA, .5% Triton X-100,

.05% NaN, in 1x PBS) followed by incubation overnight at 20°C in 20 pil 1% rabbit anti

serotonin in antibody solution. Worms were washed 3x, 15 min. each with antibody wash

(0.1% BSA, .5% Triton X-100, .05% NaN, in 1x PBS) and incubated 1 hr in antibody

solution followed by 3 hrs in 20 pil 5% goat anti-rabbit rhodamine conjugated antisera

(affinity purified IgG, Cappel) in antibody solution. Stained worms were washed 3x in

antibody wash and stored at 4°C in antibody solution. Aliquots of stained worms were

mounted on slides in equal volumes of 2% N-propylgallate, 20% 1x TBS, 80% glycerol

for examination.
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Part II

Early Embryonic Cell Migration



Chapter Six

Introduction

Part II of this thesis involves initial steps taken to understand the control of early

embryonic cell migration in C. elegans. In contrast to later embryonic and larval cell

migrations in C. elegans, about which a great deal is known, relatively little is known about

the long range individual cell migrations that take place in the early embryo.

C. elegans embryogenesis takes approximately 800 minutes at 20°C from the first

cell division to hatching. In that time, the fertilized egg goes through three phases on its

way to becoming an L1 larva. First, early cell divisions generate thirteen lineage-restricted

“founder” blastomeres, that recent studies have shown to be quite active in signaling one

another in order to determine cell fate. This phase culminates with gastrulation, as the

founder cells rearrange to organize the embryonic body plan. The second phase is one of

cell proliferation, generating approximately 550 cells representing the different tissues of

the newly hatched larva. At this point, a time in development characterized by the comma

shape of the embryo, elongation begins. This third phase serves to reshape the embryo

from a patterned yet compact ball of cells into a worm-like shape, much longer along its

anterior-posterior axis than along either the dorsal-ventral or left-right axes.

The cell divisions and eventual fates of the cells in the C. elegans embryo have been

described by Sulston et al. (1983). More recently, genetic pathways and cell interactions

important for the both the first and the third phase of nematode development have been

discovered by a number of researchers. The middle phase, during which cell proliferation

takes place, has not been so extensively studied. This fact is most likely due to two

factors. First, mutations that affect cell proliferation perse are likely to be lethal and

therefore difficult to study. Second, this time in embryogenesis may have been regarded as
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simply an amplification of cell number, since gastrulation has already established the body

plan, and the fates of these proliferating cells are set but they have not yet assumed their

mature functions. However, during this phase, the embryo is not simply a ball of dividing

cells. In fact, during much of this phase four individual cells undergo long-range directed

migrations from the anterior of the embryo to the posterior (Figure 9). These cells are M, a

post-embryonic mesoblast, mu int R, the right anal intestinal muscle, and Z1 and Z4,

precursors to the somatic gonad. The fact that these cells migrate in the unique

environment of the pre-elongation embryo, and that their migration is so long and precise,

makes them fascinating subjects for the study of both cell migration and embryogenesis.

As described in Chapter One, many pathways that regulate cell migration in C. elegans

have been identified. However, next to nothing is known about the cell interactions,

genes, and molecules that govern the migration of M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4 in the early C.

elegans embryo.

Despite the implication of several pathways and many genes that control other

migrations in the worm, only one gene has been identified that clearly affects any of the

four early embryonic migrations. Animals carrying mutations in this gene, unc-39(e257,

ct73, rh72)V, exhibit several phenotypes among which is a low penetrance defect in the

migration of M and possibly mu int R (Manser and Wood, 1990). Unfortunately this gene

has not been well characterized and the cause of the migration defect is still unknown. This

uncertainty about unc-39, coupled with the unique environment of the early post

gastrulation embryo, suggests that M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4 may employ a unique genetic

pathway to regulate their migrations.

Genetic, cell biological, and pharmacological techniques are available to study how

cells migrate and to determine the guidance information that they use. In this work, early

embryonic cell migrations were observed using time-lapse video microscopy. This direct

observation of migration allows examination of the cell shape changes that take place

during this process. These observations implied initially that the forming intestine may
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Figure 9. Embryonic Cell Migrations. Cell
migrations take place from 250 to 400 minutes post
first cleavage. Nuclear positions at 320 minutes
are shown. Adapted from Sulston et al., 1983.
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serve as a substratum for migration; however, cell ablation experiments showed this not to

be the case. Embryonic cell migrations were also followed using lacz and GFP reporter

constructs. Use of these reporters, combined with drug treatment of embryos, identified an

unknown GPI-anchored extracellular protein that may be involved with early cell

migration. Finally, some initial steps were taken to identify known genes as well as new

genes responsible for the control of these cell migrations.
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Chapter Seven

Observation of Embryonic Cell Migrations

The early post-gastrulation Caenorhabditis elegans embryo contains approximately

250 cells that comprise a multilayered stationary field. Within this stationary field, four

cells undergo long-range directed migration from the anterior of the embryo to the

posterior. These four cells are Z1 and Z4, blastomeres that divide post-embryonically to

give rise to the somatic gonad of the adult, M, a blastomere that gives rise to several

mesodermal cell types including body wall muscles and coelomocytes, and mu int R,

which does not divide further and itself becomes an anal intestinal muscle cell. These

migrations take roughly 2.5 hours to complete at 20°C, and were first described by Sulston

et al. in 1983 (see Figure 9). The observations made by Sulston et al. were repeated prior

to initiating more detailed experiments on these four migratory cells.

Four-dimensional Video Microscopy

In later larvae, differentiated cells take on unique appearances and most occupy

fixed positions such that identification of migratory cells is straightforward using Nomarski

(Differential Interference Contrast) microscopy. However, in the pre-comma embryo most

cells look the same, and relative position of one cell in particular is difficult to judge from a

single view. Therefore, different approaches must be used to visualize the early migrations

of Z1, Z4, M, and mu int R. First, time lapse (4D; Four Dimensional) video microscopy

was used to record multiple focal planes of a developing C. elegans embryo (see Chapter

10).

The transparency of C. elegans embryos allows one to use light microscopy with

Nomarski optics to view cells directly in multiple focal planes through an individual
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specimen. This setup can be combined with a motor that rotates the focus dial to raise or

lower the microscope stage. When images at each focal plane over many time points are

sent to a laserdisc recorder, the result is a time-lapse video of a three-dimensional

developing embryo. The typical C. elegans embryo measures 25 microns wide by 45

microns long and 20 microns deep, and since this space is occupied by only a few hundred

cells, individual lineages can be followed with high resolution. The twenty-eight cell stage

was used as a starting point for following cell lineage, and the position of M, mu int R, Z1,

and Z4 at birth was estimated by following the lineages of MS.ap and MS.pp. At the time

of birth of these migratory cells, individual cells become hard to distinguish, and the

migration is not rapid enough to detect by eye in real time. Therefore, to follow the path of

migration, one hour of the recording was viewed in fast-forward, at which speed the

movement of a migratory cell relative to stationary cells is apparent. Still frames taken

during migration could be examined in detail once the migratory cells in each picture were

identified.

A selection of images from the 4D recording of wild type embryogenesis is shown

in Figure 10. The 28-cell stage occurred 87 minutes post-first-cleavage (pfc), while the

beginning of migration was at 242 min pfc. Complete migration took approximately 140

minutes in this recording. The positions of M and mu int R at different times were plotted

on a single embryo outline, and the rate of migration determined to be between 16 and 17

microns per hour (Fig. 10h). Z1 and mu int R migrate on the right side of the embryo from

mid-pharynx to the posterior end of the developing intestine (which will be the site of the

gonad in a post-elongation embryo). Z4 and M migrate along the left side over the same

distance, although M crosses over from the left to the right side at around 300 min pfc. Z1

and Z4 form the somatic gonad that eventually surrounds the germ line (derived from Z2

and Z3). In newly hatched larvae Z1 and Z4 occupy slightly different focal planes, thus

their migration may be important for the eventual left-right asymmetric orientation of the

mature gonad.
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As they migrate, these four cells appear as elongated ovals with pointed tips,

moving in a saltatory fashion between neighboring cells. There does not seem to be much

room between cells in the early embryo, and the impression is that these migratory cells are

Squeezed between stationary cells and spurt forward past them, as toothpaste is Squeezed

out of a tube. There is one notable exception to this observation, and that is the crossover

of M from left to right. This crossover takes place at a slight bend in the embryo (the

beginning of comma formation) and M is clearly visible as it occupies a “hole” in the

embryo, a gap between neighboring cells. The importance of this gap to migration is

unclear; isolation of mutants defective in the crossover of M using either Nomarski or

fluorescent (see below) observation would be necessary to address this issue. Finally,

these embryonic migrations take place along the only well-defined structure in the early

embryo, the developing intestine. The intestine fills the center of the embryo, and these

migrations occur roughly between the intestine and the outer layer of stationary cells.

Expression of Reporter Constructs

As a second visualization method, reporter constructs expressed in some or all of

the early migratory cells were used to locate these cells in both fixed and living embryos

and larvae. Strains bearing three different integrated constructs were used: ct/s2, muls;,

and mulsló. ctIs3 contains a pal-1::lacz fusion construct that is expressed in several

posterior cells as well as M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4. This is convenient since the only

anterior cells expressing lacz in this strain are migratory, and will eventually be found in

the posterior of wild type embryos. Thus, staining for 3-galactosidase after a time when

the cells should have reached the posterior will reveal whether these cells have successfully

completed their normal migration. muls; and mulsló both contain fusions to the mab-5

gene, the former using lacz and the latter using Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). muls;

exhibits embryonic staining in M, as well as stationary cells of the posterior body region
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(Cowing and Kenyon, 1992). However, expression in M does not begin until just before

the completion of migration. muls I6, using GFP, has the added advantage of allowing

visualization of M in living larvae. Since expression is not seen in the early embryo, and is

impossible to see accurately in late embryos due to twitching, M can only be seen after

hatching, which is nevertheless useful for scoring its final position.

Characterization of M Using Green Fluorescent Protein Expression

Mutations in the gene unc-39(e.257, ct/3, rh72)V are the only mutations known to

affect the migration of any of the early migratory cells (Manser and Wood, 1990). In this

mutant strain, M is often misplaced anteriorly, indicating a defect in migration or perhaps

cell fate. Thus unc-39 is a useful positive control for future attempts at identification of

additional genes affecting these migrations. The position of M in newly hatched unc-39

larvae was followed using mulsió, the mab-5::GFP reporter strain. Anterior misplacement

of M in unc-39(ct73)V was readily detectable using the GFP marker (Figure 11).

Interestingly, this anterior displacement was also seen to a small extent in a mab

5(e2088)III background, a defect not previously seen in this strain (although M lineage

abnormalities were seen (Kenyon, 1986)). However, M was not affected by mutations in

another gene important for anterior to posterior embryonic migrations,vab-8. In addition to

anterior misplacement, Mexhibited a striking morphological phenotype in both mab

5(e2088)III and unc-39(ct73)V. In wild type animals M appears as a large rectangular cell

with extremely smooth, regular edges (Figure 11c). In contrast, in e2088 and ct73 M

exhibits a variable, elongated shape, often with irregular cell edges and long jagged

projections stretching the cell in several directions. This irregular morphology of M was

seen in both the wild-type and anteriorly displaced positions.
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a M

Strain Position (frequency) Morphology (frequency)

muls 16 (wild type) wild type (>99%) wild type (>99%)

wab-8(e1017)V; mu■ slé wild type (>99%) wild type (>99%)

mab-5(e.2088)/II, mu■ slé wild type (2.95%) Abnormal (>25%)

(2/40 anterior) (11/40 abnormal)

unc-39(ct 73)V mu■ s 16 Anterior (> 80%) (n-50) Abnormal (>90%) (n-50)

b M's normal position

Anterior Posterior

unc-39(c173) V.

C
- - º Wild type

-
unc-39(ct73)V

Figure 11. Localization and morphology of M in mutant backgrounds. (a) Position
and morphology of M in mutant backgrounds. Wild-type position is between V4 and
V5 on the right side, “Anterior” indicates anterior to V4. Wild-type morphology is
rectangular with smooth edges. (b) M anteriorly displaced to near the pharynx in
unc-39(ct73)V (c) Morphology of M in muls 16 and unc-39(ct73)V muls/6. Note the
irregular cell outline in the mutant as compared to wild type.
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Chapter Eight

Perturbation of Embryonic Cell Migrations

Three different approaches were taken in an attempt to identify factors important for

the mechanism and/or guidance of the four early embryonic cell migrations (M, mu int R,

Z1, and Z4). First, cells thought to contact the migratory cells were ablated to see if they

provided guidance information or served as a substratum for migration. Second,

pharmacological agents were introduced into early embryos to see if their molecular targets

were required for migration. And finally, standard genetics was used in combination with

the reporter constructs described above to identify genes important for the process of

migration.

The Intestine is not a Substrate for Early Migration

Time-lapse video microscopy suggested that the eight- to sixteen-cell developing

intestine may serve as a cellular substrate for the early embryonic migrations of Z1, Z4, M,

and mu int R (see above). To test this hypothesis, the intestine was ablated using a laser

microbeam (Methods, Part I). The intestine is derived from a single lineage, that of the cell

E, which does not give rise to any other tissues. The two daughters of E, E.a and E.p,

play an important role in the initiation of gastrulation. Therefore these two cells were

ablated in a wild type 28-cell embryo, after gastrulation but well before the cell migrations

in question. Following ablation, the debris of E.a and E.p persisted, but these cells did not

divide and no intestine formed. However, these ablated embryos developed normally,

hatched, and lived for up to two days as L1 larvae before arresting (Figure 12a).

Nevertheless, when these ablations were done in a ctls3 (pal-1::lacz-containing)

background and stained for lacz at the comma stage, all early migratory cells were found in
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º
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Unablated Ea/Ep ablated

Figure 12. Ablation of the embryonic intestine does not block cell
migration. (a) L1 larvae following E.a and E.p ablation. Note the
absence of an intestine. (b) ctIs3 embryos stained at comma stage
either without ablation (left panel) or following ablation of the
intestine (two right panels). Note that despite the absence of an
intestine, all staining is in the posterior.
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their correct final position (Figure 12b; n=9). Thus, the presence of an intact embryonic

intestine is not required for the normal early migration of Z1, Z4, M, or mu int R.

Early Embryonic Migration is Sensitive to Drugs

The involvement of candidate molecules in cell migration was tested by applying

various drugs to early embryos. Drugs were introduced through a laser-induced hole in the

eggshell (see Chapter 10) and comma stage embryos assessed for the extent of early cell

migration using lacz reporter constructs. This procedure had previously been applied to

the study of cell position by Deborah Cowing (Cowing and Kenyon, 1996). As a positive

control for drug access, embryos were treated with cytochalasin D to disrupt the actin

cytoskeleton and block cell migration. Untreated embryos exhibited staining only in the

posterior following incubation, however embryos wherein migrations had been blocked

showed anterior staining. In addition to cytochalasin, phosphatidylinositol-specific

phospholipase C (PI-PLC), which has been shown to cleave the GPI-anchor of some

extracellular, GPI-linked proteins (Low, 1989), was also found to inhibit cell migration

(Figure 13). While no drug treatment resulted in 31% of embryos showing anterior

staining (n=100) and cytochalasin D gave 79% anterior staining (n=34), PI-PLC-treated

embryos exhibited 60% anterior staining (n=62). PI-PLC treatment in grasshopper limb

primordia also perturbs the migration of a pioneer neuronal growth cone (Chang et al.,

1992), and in axolotl embryos inhibits pronephric duct cell migration (Zackson and

Steinberg, 1989). However, some PI-PLC-treated C. elegans embryos did not develop

completely, and thus the specificity of this inhibition is unclear.
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pre-migration untreated

cytochalasin PI-PLC

Fi gure 13. Pharmacological inhibition of early cell migration.
Anterior is up in all panels. (a) ctIs3 embryo stained for
É-galactosidase at 250 min. pfc, at the beginning of early
embryonic cell migration. (b) Untreated ct/s+ embryo stained at
the comma stage, approx. 400 min. pfc. Migration is complete and
all staining is in the posterior. (c) ctIs3 embryo stained at the
same time as in (b), after treatment with cytochalasin D. Note that
all four migratory cells remain in the anterior. (d) ctIs3 embryo
treated with PI-PLC and stained at the same time as (b) and (c).
Again note the inhibition of migration.
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Identification of Genes required for Early Embryonic Cell Migration

Standard genetics was also used as a complementary approach to cell ablation and

drug studies. Known mutants likely to affect early cell migration were examined, and

screens for new mutants were performed.

Mutations in the gene unc-39 primarily affect the late embryonic migration of the

CAN neuron, giving rise to a withered-tail phenotype (Manser and Wood, 1990). Animals

mutant in unc-39 also exhibit a low-penetrance defect in the migration of M. In such

worms, M is occasionally found displaced, either on the left side of the body or anteriorly

(Manser and Wood, 1990). The lacz reporter constructs were crossed in to an unc

39(ct73)V background and embryos of this strain were stained at the comma stage, when

early embryonic migration should be complete. In wild-type embryos, all staining was

seen in the posterior, however in the unc-39(ct73) embryos lacz-positive cells were seen in

the anterior (Figure 14). This provides further evidence of the early embryonic cell

migration defects in this mutant.

Two additional genes were identified that may play a role in early embryonic cell

migration. Both of these, emb-9(hc70)III and let-2(g37)x, contain temperature-sensitive

mutations in type IV basement membrane collagen (Guo et al., 1991). Both emb-9 and let

2 embryos arrest at the non-permissive temperature, leading to embryonic lethality and

severe morphological abnormalities. The overall morphological defects seen in these

embryos raise the possibility that defects in cell migration may be secondary. Nonetheless,

emb-9(hc70)III and let-2(g37)x embryos were crossed to the muls; reporter strain and

stained for 3-galactosidase activity. Following a shift up to the non-permissive temperature

at the two-cell stage and a further incubation for 5.5 hours, cells were seen staining in the

anterior in both strains (Figure 14). While wild type embryos showed 8.5% anterior cells,

both collagen mutants exhibited 30% anterior staining (n=54 for emb-9(hc70)III and n=66

for let-2(g37)x). If in fact migration is not a secondary defect to morphological
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abnormalities in these embryos, these data suggest that basement membrane collagen may

be part of an extracellular substratum used for early embryonic cell migration.

Three genetic screens were undertaken to identify additional genes required for

early embryonic cell migration (see Chapter 10). Since no stable mutant strains were

isolated, these screens will only be described briefly. First, a screen was devised based on

the expected phenotype of an animal wherein M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4 failed to migrate.

None of these cells is required for viability or development, thus migration-defective

embryos would be expected to grow and hatch. However, ablation experiments have

shown that in the absence of Z1 and Z4, the germ line precursors Z2 and Z3 fail to develop

(Kimble and White, 1981). Therefore, animals wherein Z1 and Z4 failed to migrate would

be expected to be sterile, due to a failure of germ line proliferation, with somatic gonads

anteriorly displaced. To enrich for sterile animals in which to screen for displaced gonads,

egl-23(nó01)IV hermaphrodites were mutagenized with EMS. egl-23(nó01)IV adult

hermaphrodites do not lay eggs, and thus become "bags of worms" as their progeny are

fertilized and hatch internally (Trent et al., 1983). However, sterile mutants will not "bag"

and will continue to live and move normally. F, hermaphrodite progeny of mutagenized

animals were placed in single wells of 12-well tissue culture dishes, allowed to self at

25°C, and the F, generation screened for clones containing -25% sterile adults (i.e. adults

that did not bag). Over the course of the screen, 8000 F, clones were examined. While

many sterile mutations were found, none had anteriorly displaced somatic gonads devoid of

germ cells.

Both the second and third screens involved direct visualization of migratory cells

using the reporter constructs described above. ctIs3 and muls; hermaphrodites were

mutagenized, and F, embryos fixed and stained semi-clonally (100 F.s were cloned per

plate) and screened for comma stage embryos with anterior staining cells. Separate clones

were established from plates where positive embryos were seen in an attempt to isolate the

mutant strain. While several potential mutants were identified in this way (see Figure 14
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for examples of staining patterns observed) none was isolated upon re-screening.

Approximately 20,000 F, embryos were screened and 9 positively staining embryos

observed. Whether these were true mutants that simply failed to be isolated or whether the

represented artifactual staining remains undetermined.

In the final screen, muls/6 (mab-5::GFP) hermaphrodites were mutagenized and

live F, generation L1-L2 larvae screened directly by fluorescence microscopy for M cells

anteriorly misplaced. This screen is convenient for two reasons: experiments using unc-39

as a positive control showed that when M is anteriorly misplaced it is the only fluorescent

cell in the anterior of mulsló larvae, making identification of potential mutants

straightforward, and individual living larvae can be screened and picked directly from

slides to propagate the mutant strain. When F, larvae were screened non-clonally by this

method, several potential mutants were again identified. However, none of the isolated

worms produced progeny, or if progeny were produced they did not display the mutant

phenotype at an appreciable frequency. In one potential mutant, M was anteriorly

misplaced (to V2), however the morphology of the displaced M cell was normal. This

observation was interesting since a defect in migration did not correlate with a defect in

morphology (see Figure 3). Again, however, this mutant failed to propagate. It should be

noted that none of the above described screens was performed to any level of saturation,

and these approaches may yet be fruitful in identifying genes necessary for the migration of

M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4.
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Fi gure 14. Genetic analysis of early cell migration.
(a) muls; embryo at comma stage. All staining is in the
posterior. (b) ct/s; embryo stained at comma stage. All staining
is in the posterior. (c) emb-9(hc70)III embryo in a muls;
background. Note the anterior staining cell. (d) let-2(g37)x
embryo in a ct/s; background. Note the anterior staining cells.
(e) unc-39(ct73)Vembryos in a ctls; background. Again note
the multiple anterior staining cells. (f) Examples of positively
staining mutant embryos following mutagenesis.
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Chapter Nine

Conclusions, Part II

C. elegans embryogenesis from gastrulation to elongation is a poorly understood

time in development. It is also a significant time, relevant to the study of many

developmental systems, since it represents the classic three dimensional field of cells that

must coordinate their interactions to produce the mature organism. While many cell types

have been specified and differentiation has begun, the post-gastrulation embryo essentially

represents a packed collection of individual cells. An understanding of how single cells

migrate in a directed fashion within this cellular field has far-reaching implications for both

normal and neoplastic growth. While genetics has revealed several pathways, some

general and some quite specific, that regulate the movements of cells both earlier and later

in development, early embryonic cell migration is likely to involve novel guidance

mechanisms. Unfortunately, this work has provided only a preliminary understanding of

this complex process.

Four-dimensional video microscopy of the migrations of M, mu int R, Z1 and Z4 in

the early embryo has led to some interesting observations and raises even more questions.

The shape of these cells as they migrate through the field of stationary cells suggests that

they are actively forcing their way through to the posterior of the embryo. Not only does

this imply a need for extensive cell-cell contact and remodeling of these contacts in a

dynamic fashion, it also suggests that extracellular proteases may be involved to

temporarily disrupt contacts between other cells to allow the migratory cells to pass.

Similar mechanisms are involved in other migrations, for example that of leukocytes

through endothelial cells in the human wound response, where tissue plasminogen activator

(tPA)-dependent plasmin digestion of cell contacts allows immune cells to migrate out of

the bloodstream to the site of an injury. Extracellular proteases are also involved in
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invasiveness of human trophoblasts during implantation. Since the intestine does not

appear to be the cellular substratum for early embryonic migration, perhaps other

surrounding cells provide mechanistic support and guidance cues, or it may be that

migration in this situation is primarily cell autonomous, as in the above human examples.

The actual path of cell migration also raises some interesting points. A simple

model of cell migration would lead to cells moving in a linear path to the source of a

chemoattractant, or to a threshold concentration of a cell-surface ligand. The early embryo

would seem to be an excellent place for such a mechanism, and perhaps a GPI-linked

extracellular protein could serve as a ligand for migrating cells. However, the crossover of

M from left to right suggests a more complex guidance mechanism is at work. M does not

end up on the right side through movements of the surrounding embryo, rather at some

point M makes a distinct turn perpendicular to its course of migration. Whether M is the

only migratory cell to encounter the signal that directs it to turn, or whether M is

intrinsically different from the other three migratory cells, remains to be determined. Direct

Nomarski screens using the mu■ s 16 (mab-5::GFP) reporter strain would be one approach

to isolate mutants defective in this process, and thereby identify the molecules required.

Similarly, whether the asymmetric orientation of Z1 and Z4 in newly hatched larvae is

either dependent on their migratory paths or indicative of mature gonad orientation could

also be addressed by a direct Nomarski screen.

Perhaps the most unexpected observation made in the study of early embryonic cell

migration is the altered morphology of M in certain genetic backgrounds. It is not at all

clear why the unc-39 and mab-5 mutations would lead to such a change in cell shape, or

whether the shape changes correlate with a defect in migration in these strains. Cloning the

unc-39 gene would be a useful first step in achieving this understanding. In wild-type

animals, M has a characteristically smooth, rectangular cell shape when visualized by GFP,

and has a characteristic cytoplasmic architecture when viewed by Nomarski optics. Since
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locating M by Nomarski when it is anteriorly misplaced has been difficult, the appearance

of a misshapen M cell by light microscopy has not been determined, and may suggest a

basis for altered morphology. Further, a number of genes, including GTPases of the Rho

subfamily, have been implicated in the maintenance of cell shape. Investigation of the role

of these and other genes in generating the elongated morphology of M may be fruitful.

Three screens designed to isolate mutants in these migrations were unsuccessful

(though far from saturated), the first probably due to poor design, but the other two only

because of technical problems involved in isolating mutant strains. Since the defect in unc

39 animals may be one of cell-fate specification, and that in emb-9 and let-2 is likely to be

indirect, essentially no mutations have been found that affect the migration of M, mu int R,

Z1 and Z4 per se. One possibility that must be taken into account is that any mutation that

disrupts early embryonic cell migration may also disrupt other, more essential, processes in

the embryo, leading to lethality. An examination of existing embryonic lethal mutants, or

design of new genetic screens with this possibility in mind may be useful.
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Chapter Ten

Methods and References, Part II

Methods and Materials

Time-lapse (4D) Microscopy

Adult gravid wild type (N2) hermaphrodites were placed in water in a glass

depression well chamber and cut open with a scalpel. One- or two-cell embryos were

drawn into a drawn out glass capillary tube and transferred to 2% agarose pads on glass

slides. Embryos were pushed together with an eyelash to maximize number of embryos

per visual field. Embryos were gently covered with a cover slip which was sealed with

Vaseline. Slides were mounted on a Zeiss Axioscop with Nomarski optics connected to a

focus motor under the control of an IBM AT computer. Images were recorded onto Sony

CRVdisc LVM-3AA0 laserdiscs using a Hamamatsu camera and Sony LVR-5000A

laserdisc recorder. Twenty focal planes through the embryo field were recorded every

thirty seconds, over a period of 7.5 hours. The program used to play back images was

written by Michael Mueller.

Expression Constructs

ctls3 (strain BW1550) was obtained from Lois Edgar and Bill Wood (Boulder,

CO), and contains the plasmids pSC3 (pal-1::lacz) and pKF4 (Rol-6”) integrated in a wild

type (N2) background. It is interesting to note that pSC5, which is identical to pSC3

except that a 3.4 kb Pvull fragment was deleted from the extreme 5’ end, fails to express in

M, mu int R, Z1, and Z4, indicating a potential regulatory element in pSC3 that could be

used to drive expression of desired constructs specifically in these cells. muls; was made
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by Deborah Cowing and muls!6 was made by Craig Hunter (Kenyon lab, San Francisco,

CA).

Cell Ablations

As above, adult gravid hermaphrodites carrying integrated lacz reporter constructs

were placed in water in a glass depression well chamber and cut open with a scalpel. One

or two-cell embryos were drawn into a drawn out glass capillary tube and deposited on

cover slips spread with 0.1% polylysine (1 mg/ml), 0.2% gelatin, 0.01% chrome alum.

Cover slips with embryos were incubated for 1 hour at 20°C and inverted above either

depression well slides or embryo support slides (glass slides with cover slips affixed with

nail polish such that an inverted cover slip would rest suspended above the slide, supported

by the affixed cover slips) filled with either water or embryonic culture medium (see

below). Use of embryo support slides increased viability of treated embryos due to

increased oxygen availability. Cells were identified based on relative position and ablated

using repeated pulses from a laser microbeam directed at the nucleus (.1 neutral density

filter). E.a and E.p are large cells, so pulses were applied until visible damage to the

nucleus was observed. Cells were observed after lasering to visualize nuclear breakdown

and a failure of cell division. Following an additional 4 hour incubation at 25°C, embryos

were permeabilized using the laser, fixed by inverting the cover slip in a dish containing 2

mg/ml glutaraldehyde for 2 minutes and stained (see below).

Drug Perfusion into Embryos

Embryos were mounted on polylysine coated cover slips at the two-cell stage as

above and incubated for 3.5 hours at 25°C, allowing them to develop to a point when the

early cell migrations begin. Embryos were then coated with FITC-polylysine (for

enhanced laser microbeam absorption) for one minute and the cover slips inverted on

depression well slides filled with embryonic culture medium (see below), with or without

added drug. A single hole was punctured at each end of the embryo eggshell with 5-10
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pulses from a laser microbeam, allowing culture medium access to the embryonic

intercellular space. Embryos were incubated another two hours at 25°C to allow migration

to proceed in the presence of added drug. Embryos were re-lasered extensively for

permeabilization, fixed and stained (see below).

Embryonic Culture Medium

Two different media have been used in this and previous studies. Empirical

determination of osmolarity is important with each batch to ensure that the media is isotonic

with the embryonic vitelline fluid. Type 1 (Hill and Strome, 1990, modified): 4 mg/ml

hyaluronic acid, 10% Fetal Calf Serum, 90 mM NaCl, 50 mM KCl, 0.5 mg/ml gentamycin

sulfate in ddH2O. Type 2 (Priess and Hirsh, 1986, modified): 4% Sucrose, 150 mM. NaCl

in ddH2O. Cytochalasin D (Sigma) was used at 4-6 pg/ml, and PI-PLC (Sigma or Oxford

Glycosystems) was used at 1.5-3 U/ml.

fl-Galactosidase Staining

Following laser permeabilization of FITC-polylysine-coated embryos, embryos

were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde (Sigma Grade I) in 1x egg salts (118 mM NaCl, 40 mM

KCl, 3.4 mM CaCl, 3.4 mM MgCl, 5 mM HEPES pH 7.3) for one minute. Embryos

were rinsed by floating the coverslip in 1x egg salts for 1-5 minutes, and stained in a drop

of stain solution (40 mM NaPO, monobasic, 210 mM Na PO, dibasic, 10 mM MgCl, 5

mM potassium ferrocyanate, 5 mM potassium ferricyanate, .004% SDS, .075 mg/ml

kanamycin, .024% X-GAL, .01 mg/ml DAPI in H.O). Embryos were left overnight to

stain, and viewed by placing the cover slip over a depression well or embryo support slide

containing stain solution followed by light microscopy.
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EMS Mutagenesis

A large number of L4 hermaphrodites were collected by washing off plates in M9.

Worms were spun in a clinical centrifuge and resuspended in 2 ml M9 and placed at 20°C

for 10 minutes. Stock solution of EMS (10 M) was diluted to twice the desired

concentration (10-50 mM) in a total volume of 2 ml M9 buffer (final concentration in a total

of 4 ml) and pre-incubated at 20°C. EMS solution was slowly added to worm suspension

and the worms were nutated at 20°C in the dark for 4 hours. Worms were washed 5x with

M9 and plated. After allowing the plates to dry, the desired number of old L4 or young

adult hermaphrodites were picked and cloned onto fresh plates and allowed to self fertilize.

F, or F, generation progeny (depending on the screen) were examined.
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